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E D IT O R IA L – W E

A R E N O T A L O N E A N D W E W IL L W I N

By David Barber, Editor
We produce a column headed News from Around the World in every Newsletter for two reasons: Firstly,
to let you, our members, know that we are not alone in fighting for an enlightened law to allow the
terminally ill the choice of dying with dignity.
Secondly, we believe the knowledge that 200.5 million people around the world now live in
countries or states that have succeeded in winning such legislation (See the list on Page 4) is positive
encouragement to you to continue your fight. Those people have usually won their right-to-die laws through
the efforts of committed campaigners just like you. It shows that it can be done. And that news also shows
our MPs, undecided and opposers, and opponents elsewhere in the community, that in the global context
our legislation is sadly lacking in failing to guarantee the ultimate human right of the 21st century – the right
to die with dignity.
If one-in-five Americans, 50.3 million Columbians, 37.4 million Canadians, 29 million citizens of
the Benelux countries and now 6.3 million Victorians in neighbouring Australia can have that right, what
logic says we should be denied it?
Public support has been consistently high for years, with the latest Colmar Brunton poll (July 29)
showing 72% of voters want a law change, with only 20% against. We can only hope that our politicians see
the logic of doing what the people who elected them want.
Even if that happens, however, the experience overseas warns us that it may not be the end of
the matter and we could have to keep fighting.
In Victoria, Andrew Denton, of Go Gentle, said there was no guarantee the law will survive.
“Powerful and well-connected lobby groups are working to repeal it and are prepared to use underhand
tactics to achieve their goal.” In a bid to stymie moves in New South Wales, the Sydney Catholic Archdiocese
is running a campaign of misinformation about Belgium’s laws claiming that hundreds of people are being
killed each year without their consent. A local radio commentator described it as “hurtful, destructive,
dangerous nonsense”.
In the US, the ink had barely dried on the Maine Governor’s' signature under its new law when a
Christian group announced a people's veto campaign to repeal it. Death with Dignity US vowed: “We will not
let a religiously-motivated minority overturn the will of the three-quarters of Mainers who want the law.”
So the battle continues. Kia kaha. Be strong. We have right on our side, and the overseas
experience tells us that we will prevail.

T H E P R E S I DE N T ’ S L E T TE R
By Mary Panko, EoLC President
Kiaora koutou katoa
So far so good. A vote of 74-44 in favour of Part 1 of the End of Life Choice Bill after the first
detailed debate on 31 July showed a clear majority across Parliament in favour. But now
comes the struggle over every clause, line and word during the six further sessions scheduled
for debating the measure before the end of the year.
We have already been forced to accept a significant dilution of the proposal when David
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Seymour conceded that Parliament would not allow a “grievous and irremediable condition” to be eligible
for medical assistance in dying (MAID). This means that the only criterion will be a terminal illness with only
six months to live.
Our arch opponent Maggie Barry says she is going to introduce 120 amendments in an attempt
to defeat the Bill. Some will be hidden under the names of acolytes such as Chris Penk and Simon O’Connor
but it is clear that members who support the measure will not easily be worn down by filibustering
procedures designed to kill the bill by exhausting its debating time.
That tactic didn’t work in Victoria, the first Australian state to legitimise medical assistance in dying (MAID)
and it won’t work here either!
As the battle continues, it is time to give sincere thanks to the people who got us to this point firstly, of course, Maryan Street who remains on the National Committee as Immediate Past-President to
share her knowledge and advice. We also recognise with gratitude the immense work done by the Bill’s
promoter David Seymour.
For nearly two years now these two stalwarts have crisscrossed the country tirelessly to raise
public awareness of the need for the law change that two-thirds to three-quarters of New Zealanders have
called for over the last decade. Voter support was confirmed in the latest Colmar Brunton Poll (July) showing
72% of the population support MAID for the terminally ill while only 20% are opposed.
The sheer slog done by you, our committed members and branches, often goes unrecognised
and in my first message as President I want to pay tribute to the work you put in - all those market stalls,
marches and demonstrations, letters to the press and one-on-one visits to MPs to try to get them to realise
the importance of the issue and to understand the safeguards that are built into the Bill.
Much of this was done by family members of those who did not die a dignified death. But many
people who know their own deaths are approaching also work untiringly for the cause. Our love and
appreciation go to all of you. We can be certain that about 2000 New Zealanders, many of whom want this
legislation enacted, die in agony every year. We know that people are taking their own lives to avoid an
agonising and undignified death
And we have to stress to undecided MPs that the mythical issue of coercion, so emphasised by
scaremongers, has never been found in overseas jurisdictions where an enlightened MAID law is operating.
Looking back at the 70-50 votes in favour at the Bill’s second reading, it is good to note that 18 of the 29 MPs
who acknowledge Maori descent voted in favour. So we can keep reminding the public that no group,
whether it be religious, ethnic or a member of a professional body, including those in the medical
professions, has a single point of view – hence the word CHOICE.
The Bill will be back in the House on Wednesday 21 August with further debates scheduled on
11 September, 25 September, 23 October and 13 November. If we are lucky, the Bill could be passed before
the final possible date of the year, 11 December.
The question of it going before a national referendum next year was unsettled at time of writing.

DOCTO RS

ATTACK

NZMA

OVER

“MORALISTIC” STANCE

A group of doctors who support a law change to allow medically-assisted dying for the terminally ill has
accused the New Zealand Medical Association of ignoring international evidence on the issue in favour of
“conservative cultural and personal beliefs”.
The group accuses the NZMA board, which opposes the End of Life Choice Bill before Parliament,
“of being no more advanced than the ‘anti-vaxers’ or the ‘anti-1080 lobby’, whose beliefs cannot be
impinged upon by science, fact or rational thinking.”
The charges are made in a letter to Dr Kate Baddock, chair of the NZMA, signed by Dr Miles
Williams, Cardiologist and General Physician, of Hastings, and 18 other practising and retired doctors.
He says the 133-year-old NZMA has “been on the wrong side of history in the past, for example in taking
conservative, paternalistic and moralistic approaches on issues such as contraception and abortion”.
Dr Williams said that in claiming that no end-of-life choice legislation could be safe, the NZMA is
“asserting the superior intellect, insight, analytical powers and judgement of the six members of a small
parochial New Zealand board whose collective knowledge and experience of this subject is likely to be
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limited to discussions around the boardroom table” over that of the judiciaries of countries and states in
Europe, the Americas, Canada and Australia, representing more than 200 million people.
In the letter, released shortly before Parliament resumed debate on the bill on July 31, Dr
Williams says: “It is important that the New Zealand public is made aware that there is absolutely no
contemporary evidence to support any aspect of your opposition to giving the people of this country the
right to End of Life Choice. It has been successfully implemented in many countries, none of whom have
reversed their legislation. It is not unethical, there is no evidence in the literature of coercion, increased
suicide rates, distrust of doctors, exploitation of the vulnerable, or of wrongful deaths.
“In all of these countries and states the practice is subject to government-controlled audit. Your
dismissal of polls, not only in this country, but of those undertaken in many nations around the world,
showing that the majority of people in these countries understand and support EOLC, represents blatant and
unapologetic paternalism.”
The NZMA opposed the bill in a submission to the Justice Select Committee in February 2018
and in an interview Dr Baddock gave on TV1’s Breakfast programme on May 22. Dr Williams said “the quality
and accuracy” of the statements she made “fell well short of the standards aspired to by the NZMA”.
The NZMA claims to be the country's only pan-professional medical organisation representing the collective
interests of all doctors and a strong advocate on medico-political issues.

A D OCTO R W RITES …
By Dr Libby Smales, of Hastings
I think the time has come to get real about what is at stake here, to put aside the distorted rhetoric and
scaremongering, to bring this issue up close and personal and think about it as if it is happening to you or someone
you love, right now, as Governor Jerry Brown (*) did when signing California’s medical assistance in dying law.
What we are debating is whether rational dying New Zealanders, suffering unbearably, should be
able to choose to access medical help to end their lives to end their suffering.
The number of people who will die – about 33,000 every year in New Zealand – will be unchanged by
this Bill, how they die, how much suffering they have to endure, can be profoundly different.
For those who do not choose to access this legislation, nothing need change, except that it is possible that
hospice/palliative care (H/PC) will be better funded, more accessible and better. That has happened in other
jurisdictions.
About one-third of New Zealanders who die do so under H/PC and as a Hospice Doctor for decades, I know
the difference it can make. It is for most of us, most of the time, enough. It is not enough for all of us all of the time.
We know from recent research carried out by the Wollongong Unit that 5-10% of patients receiving
good H/PC experience unbearable suffering as they die. We do not have stats for the suffering of those who die
without the benefit of H/PC.
Rest homes: Already more of us die in rest homes than anywhere else, and they are becoming
hospices by default. Rest home staff do an amazing job, but they are poorly trained, poorly paid, poorly
supervised, poorly supported and over-worked.
Looking at staff: patient ratios is revealing: H/PC 1:3, acute hospitals 1:6, rest homes 1:30. There is
another dimension to this problem, in rest homes at night, when many people die and symptoms like pain, fear,
breathlessness, nausea and vomiting often worsen, there may be no registered nurse or doctor on duty. They will
be on-call, they may not have even met the patient and disturbing them requires determination. Things that
really need attention immediately frequently wait until morning.
Suicide: Historian John Weaver, who researched a century of suicide in New Zealand, found that in
every year for the last century rational dying people have ended their lives to end their suffering. The numbers
continue to rise in spite of H/PC and according to the Coroner’s Office, are currently at least 50 a year. Weaver was
struck by the violence and indignity of the methods that were used to effect what he termed “self-euthanasia”.
It is no surprise then that about 75% of us support this law change. The benefits are many. We could, if
we meet the criteria, choose when and with whom we die; we can decide when we have suffered enough; we do
not have to choose a lonely violent death or wait trapped in our suffering for the blessed relief of death.
The law, which will define the process of accessing MAID, has two decades of experience in multiple
jurisdictions worldwide to draw on. It will have a series of safeguards to keep both the dying patient and their
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doctors safe. Compassionate and courageous doctors and nurses have always, sometimes at great personal risk,
intervened to help those dying with unbearable suffering. This should not need to happen.
*In the end, I was left to reflect on what I would want in the face of my own death,” Brown wrote
when signing the state’s bill into law in 2015. “I do not know what I would do if I were dying in prolonged and
excruciating pain. I am certain, however, that it would be a comfort to be able to consider the options afforded
by this bill. And I wouldn’t deny that right to others.”

HOW

THEY DIE WITH DIGNITY IN

CANADA

By Maryan Street, the EOLC’s Immediate Past President.
Dr Stefanie Green, one of Canada’s leading experts on medical assistance in dying (MAID), effectively
countered our opponents’ campaign of misinformation about the situation in that country when she visited
New Zealand in July.
She made it clear that current efforts to broaden the scope of the legislation – dubbed by our
opponents as some kind of slippery slope into a law without boundaries – were only trying to modify it along lines of
what the Supreme Court originally directed Parliament to do with its ground-breaking ruling in February 2015. The
judges said that denying terminally ill people the right to medical assistance to end their lives breached human
rights and MAID advocates in Canada say the law’s criteria are too restrictive and should be eased. Stefanie is
President of the Canadian Association of MAID Assessors and Providers (CAMAP), a grouping of doctors, nurses and
other medical professionals established to inform the public and support those working in the area. She said: "We
are not an advocacy group but a medical association that offers full support to those who do this important work
and for the establishment of the highest medical standards in doing so.” She has personally assisted more than 150
terminally ill people to die in a manner of their choosing and EOLC brought her to New Zealand to tell the facts
about Canada's three years' experience since changing the law to allow end-of-life choice.
Stefanie spoke about providing the doctor-patient relationship within MAID and the practical
realities of the work and the system within which it functions. She addressed some of the ethical and professional
concerns that doctors and patients have about the End of Life Choice Bill before our Parliament. Stephanie
fielded her first media call from Free FM in the Waikato when being driven from the airport after her 14-hour
flight from Vancouver and went into an excellent live question and answer session with Stuff that afternoon.
More than 100 people, including opponents, turned up to hear her speak at the public meeting after the AGM in
Hamilton. She was well received not only because of her indisputable first-hand experience but also because of
her palpable professionalism and passion for her work.
Stefanie talked to 67 health professionals, including GPs, hospital and practice nurses and junior
resident doctors, at a meeting in Napier and the organiser, Dr Miles Williams, said: “She was a fluent inspiring
speaker. I had plenty of very positive feedback – all found the evening extremely informative and a description of
a logical appropriate procedure offered in an environment and model of care to which they could all relate.” He
said it was an important meeting of clinicians and the number attending indicated the level of interest in the endof-life choice processes.
In Wellington, Stefanie made television and radio appearances on every major channel. She was
always succinct, calm and proved well equipped to deal with all manner of questions, however provocative. Near
the end of her visit she sat in the Speaker’s Gallery at Parliament on the evening of June 26 to watch the passage
of the second reading of the EOLC bill by 70 votes to 50. Stefanie Green’s visit allowed us to shoot through some
of the anxieties and misinformation about our bill and to describe factually how MAID has been implemented in
Canada. She was a goldmine of information and has promised to come back when the bill becomes law to assist
with setting up support systems and regulations for our processes in advance of a referendum.

D YING BADLY - NEW ZEALAND STORIES
If anyone tries to tell you there is no need for a medically-assisted dying law and that palliative care can ensure
a peaceful death for everybody, point them in the direction of our book Dying Badly – New Zealand Stories.
It contains moving accounts of bad deaths of relatives and friends as told in heart-breaking submissions to
Parliament’s Health select committee. This can be downloaded free on our special campaign website
https://yestodignity.org.nz
where you can also buy the printed paperback for only $12, including postage, by internet banking or order a copy
from our office PO Box 321, Gisborne 4040. The website also contains videos, blogs and media stories of interest.
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YOUR NEW NATIONAL COMMITTEE
A new look National Committee was elected at the AGM in Hamilton on June 22, with former President
Dr Jack Havill and Secretary Carole Sweney both standing down after eight consecutive years of service, the
maximum allowed under the society’s rules.
Maryan Street also retired as President but remains on the committee as Immediate Past President.
The new committee is:
President
Mary Panko (Auckland)
Vice President
Linda Kennington, (Kapiti-Horowhenua)
Immediate Past-President
Maryan Street (Wellington)
Secretary
Helen Cartmell (Wellington)
Treasurer
Peter Cowley (Gisborne)
Newsletter Editor
David Barber (Kapiti-Horowhenua)
There was only one nomination for each position.
Ann Mace (Wellington) was subsequently appointed National Membership Secretary by Mary Panko after no
nominations were received for that position.

N E W S F R O M AROUND T H E W O R L D
Here is a roundup of the situation regarding assisted dying around the world with the year enlightened laws came
into force. (Up to June 2019).
Various forms of medical assistance in dying have been approved in the following countries and American
states. Every law has its own limits, rules and guidelines and all but Switzerland restrict access to MAID to citizens and
residents. Only Canada, the Netherlands, Colombia and Belgium permit death by a doctor’s lethal injection as well as
oral ingestion; all others are by a doctor’s prescribed drug which the patient drinks.
Prosecuting authorities in England and Wales have given guidance about the circumstances when
somebody who helped another to die would not face criminal charges, but there is no MAID law.
Switzerland 1940
Oregon 1994
Colombia l997
The Netherlands 2002
Belgium 2002
Washington 2008
Luxembourg 2009
Montana 2009
Victoria, Australia 2019
(court ruling only)
England & Wales 2010 (prosecution policy statement only. No law.)
Vermont 2014
Quebec 2015
California 2016
Canada 2016
Colorado 2016
Washington DC 2017
Hawaii 2019
New Jersey 2019
Maine 2019
AUSTRALIA Is Victoria's assisted dying law, which came into effect on June 19 with 68 separate safeguards built in,
was billed as the safest in the world, too safe to function as it was intended?
The state government expected no more than about 12 terminally ill patients to use the law in its first
year and, four weeks after it was enacted, only one person, Kerry Robertson, had used it to end her life. Kerry, 61, died
in a nursing home in Bendigo on 15 July from metastatic breast cancer, diagnosed in 2010. Her daughters, Jacqui and
Nicole, who were at her bedside, described her death as "beautiful and peaceful".
ABC Radio reported that patients were struggling to find doctors with the required training to conduct
voluntary assisted dying (VAD) assessments. And it said the two government-appointed “navigators” based at a Melbourne
cancer centre, whose role is to guide patients through the process, had not been given a list of approved doctors “for
privacy reasons”. The navigators were also refusing to provide advice over the phone because they feared breaching
federal laws prohibiting using communication channels to counsel a person to kill themselves. Although they receive
dozens of phone inquiries daily, they will only give advice in person. The ABC said the navigators were having to cold-call
doctors and specialists to check if they had the relevant training and were willing to assist a patient who wanted to die.
The Victoria law requires a doctor and a specialist in the patient’s illness to approve VAD. The patient has to
make three separate requests and a Health Department bureaucrat must give final approval. The lethal dose can only be
supplied by pharmacists at Melbourne’s Royal Alfred Hospital who must hand it over personally for the patient to take.
The ABC cited the case of a woman with motor neurone disease, who qualifies on the basis of being expected
to die within 12 months. She and her husband live in a region of central Victoria where there are two GPs. One will not
help on religious grounds, the other has not completed VAD training. Her specialist in Melbourne has also declined to help.
The law requires her to be mentally competent and able to request VAD. Her ability to speak is fading and her husband
fears that she will soon not be able to ask. "Honestly, if I didn’t believe that the Premier really believed in this, I would
swear it was set up to fail,” he told the ABC. The state government insisted that the system was working well as intended.
Continued Page 6
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Canberra’s chief prosecutor dropped an assisted suicide charge against a man who helped his motor
neurone disease victim partner die, saying he had been motivated wholly by “love and compassion”.
Director of Public Prosecutions Shane Drumgold said he did not intend his decision to be a green light for
assisted suicide in the Australian Capital Territory, but it would not be in the public interest to prosecute as the
consequences would be "unduly harsh and oppressive in the circumstances", the ABC reported on July 2. Neil
O’Riordan, 63, was charged with assisting the suicide of Penelope Blume, his partner of 35 years, who was in the
advanced stages of motor neurone disease when she died in his arms at their home in March. It was said that in the
process of taking her own life she used an item that he had modified to ensure that she was unconscious before she
died. Drumgold said that without O'Riordan's help, Ms Blume may have suffered a prolonged and distressing death.
"Although the evidence establishes that the defendant rendered aid to the deceased, the assistance offered was minimal,
motivated wholly by love and compassion, and designed to ensure that the deceased's death was quick and painless," he said.
Nearly 90% of Australian voters support assisted dying for the terminally ill, according to the latest Vote
Compass survey, up from 77% in 2016. While those with no religion were the strongest supporters, nearly three
quarters of Catholics, Protestants and people of other religions were also in favour.
BRITAIN Twenty-six MPs spoke on July 4 when the House of Commons debated assisted dying for the first time since
rejecting a law change in 2015. Most were in favour, with lead promoter Nick Boles (Ind) saying a bad law “that
denies hundreds of innocent people dignity and control as their lives draw to a close and condemns them to extreme
suffering instead” should be changed.
The debate did not consider a new bill but was held to explore how the current law, which like New
Zealand provides a maximum 14-year prison sentence for assisted suicide, works and the issues it causes for the
terminally ill and their families. It was prompted by the case of motor neurone disease (MND) victim Geoffrey Whaley,
80, who went to Switzerland to die at Dignitas in February rather than suffer a drawn-out traumatic end. He and his
wife Ann, 76, were investigated by police before they left after an anonymous tip off.
Karin Smyth (Labour), co-chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Choice at the End of Life, said: “For
Ann to be interviewed under caution for simply helping her husband of more than 50 years to have the death he wants
cannot be right. When we continue to criminalise simple acts of love, giving dying people choice at the end of life, we
cannot claim to be a compassionate country.”
Crispin Blunt (Conservative) said: “This Parliament, in not facing up to its responsibilities, is party to
increasing tyranny, pain and despair. Sadly, for now, it remains that we have a cruel, outdated law that forces people to
die earlier by travelling to Switzerland while they are fit enough to travel, or to suffer pain, indignity and degradation
that we would never impose on a suffering animal.”
Boles said the debate would “help build the case for a change in the law so that thousands of others are
spared this torment in the years to come. When Parliament next debates the reform of our laws on assisted dying, I
hope that it is not religious doctrine, but humanity—our humanity as Members of Parliament and the humanity of all
those suffering from terminal illnesses—that wins the day.”
Meanwhile, Phil Newby, 48, another MND sufferer, launched a new court challenge to the law. A
member of Dignity in Dying UK, he said he will ask the courts to look at the evidence on assisted dying in more detail
than the English courts have ever done before, including detailed cross-examination of expert witnesses - the
approach taken in the Carter case that ultimately prompted the law change on assisted dying in Canada.
FRANCE Vincent Lambert, a road accident victim who had been kept alive in a vegetative state for more than a
decade while family members argued his fate in the courts, died on July 11. The case, which pitted his wife against
his staunch Catholic parents, put him at the centre of the right-to-die in debate in France, where euthanasia and
assisted suicide are illegal. He was 42.
Doctors stopped artificially feeding and hydrating him earlier in the month after a final court ruling, and
placed him under heavy sedation. He had been kept alive artificially since suffering severe brain damage in an accident
in 2008. His wife Rachel said he had clearly stated that he would not want to live in a vegetative state, while his parents
argued that ending life support amounted to murder of a disabled, and not terminally ill, person. Siblings and other
family members supported both sides. His nephew Francois Lambert, who had long advocated switching off his
uncle’s life support, said he had been the victim of irrational medicine for years.
SOUTH AFRICA New Zealander Sean Davison, President of the World Federation of Right to Die Societies and
founder of Dignity South Africa, was sentenced to three years’ home detention after pleading guilty in Cape Town on
June 19 to three charges of murder (See Newsletter No.53).
Davison, 58 and father of three, escaped three sentences of a minimum 15 years in gaol for each murder
in a plea bargain agreement with prosecutors. News reports said the judge agreed that there were compelling
Continued Page 7
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circumstances to avoid prison, including the fact that he pleaded guilty and saved families of the three deceased, who
were all gravely ill and asked him to end their lives, from the trauma of a trial. He was formally sentenced to eight
years’ home detention, with five years suspended. He will be allowed to work and leave the house for religious activity
and doctors’ visits and must also do 16 hours' community service a month.
UNITED STATES Maine became the eighth US state to legalise medical assistance in dying on June 12, but there is a
risk it could be overturned in a referendum in November or next June. Maine is one of 23 states that provide citizens
with a process for referenda that can veto new laws. Opponents of the Death with Dignity Act, led by the state Hospice
Council, are on course to get the 63,067 signatures required for a mandatory ballot which, subject to verification
timing, would be on November 5 or June next year. The local Death with Dignity organisation collected enough
signatures for a ballot to change the law last year but did not proceed when the required outcome seemed likely to be
passed by legislators.
New Jersey became the ninth state with an enlightened law on August 1 when the Medical Aid in Dying
for the Terminally Ill Act which the state legislature approved in March took effect. Governor Phil Murphy, a lifelong
practising Catholic signed it in April, saying it was the right thing to do. Four legislators tabled a bill seeking to repeal
the law before it took effect but it did not progress before the summer recess.

BRANCH EVENTS
A U CKLAND

BAY OF PLENTY
C HRISTCHU RCH

WELLINGTON

Sunday 8 September at 2pm
Fickling Convention Centre, 546 Mount Albert Road, Three Kings.
Robin Lieffering will provide “answers to the opposition”. President Mary Panko
will talk about the third reading of the EoLC Bill.
Sunday 3 November at 9 to 11am
Information stand at Takapuna Market (weather permitting)
Supporting WFRtDS Death with Dignity Day.
Sunday 10 November at 2pm
Fickling Convention Centre, 546 Mount Albert Road, Three Kings.
Past President Maryan Street will update progress of the EoLC Bill.
Friday 13 September & Friday 11 October at 10am
Coffee mornings at Zest Café, Chadwick Road, Greerton, Tauranga.
Sunday 1 December at 1.30pm
Sydenham Room, South Library, Colombo Street, Christchurch
EoLC President, Dr Mary Panko will speak on the progress of the EoLC Bill.
ALL SOUTH ISLAND MEMBERS WELCOME.
Saturday 28 September at 2pm
St Andrew’s on the Terrace
Nicola Willis, National List MP, will speak.

CONTACT US
CENTRAL OFFICE PO Box 321, Gisborne 4040

Phone: 09 215 4964

Email: office@eolc.org.nz

BRANCHES

Twitter@EndOfLifeChoice

AUCKLAND
PO Box 66093,
Beach Haven Auckland 0626
Phone: 027 419 7802
Email: auckland@eolc.org.nz

KAPITI HOROWHENUA
PO Box 224, Waikanae 5250
Phone: 022 621 8285
Email: kh@eolc.org.nz

WELLINGTON
PO Box 48 241, Silverstream, Upper Hutt 5142
Phone: 027 279 5065
Email: wellington@eolc.org.nz

BAY OF PLENTY
Phone: 021 123 3263
Email: bop@eolc.org.nz

WAIKATO
PO Box 19 353, Hamilton 3244
Phone: 07 843 6077
Email: jackhavill@outlook.com

CHRISTCHURCH SUB-BRANCH
Phone: 03 741 1400 or 03 385 2824
Email: christchurch@eolc.org.nz

HAWKE’S BAY
Phone: 06 842 1267
Email: napier@eolc.org.nz

NEWSLETTER EDITOR
David Barber
Email: newsletter@eolc.org.nz
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YOUR F INAL WISH - MAKING

A

B EQUEST

Bequests are vital to the survival of any non-profit organisation.
Bequests provide ongoing funding streams. And make it possible to create long-term plans. Bequests are
the cornerstones of non-profit organisations, like End-of-Life Choice, because they provide stability.
If you can hear yourself saying, "This is what I support, and I want this issue to be important
even after I'm gone" then please consider making End-of-Life Choice a beneficiary of your will by
creating a bequest.
Ours is a unique issue, one in which our most ardent supporters might not be with us for
long. Our fiercest opponents might later turn to us for help.

You could consider asking friends to make a donation, in lieu of flowers, at your funeral.

Please take the step to support End-of-Life rights in your will.
DONATIONS

AND

CONTRIBUTIONS

You can make a contribution in any amount of your choice - in single, monthly, or yearly donations.
1

Cheque payments can be mailed to
PO Box 321, Gisborne 4040

2

Direct payments into our bank account Kiwibank 38 9006 0226036 02
(Be sure to include your NAME and "DONATION" in the bank details).

Your donations help us to continue the expansion of our work and help us
continue to work for your right to make decisions for your End-of-Life Choice.
GUIDE

TO

DYING - YOUR WAY

End-of-Life Choice has teamed with medical and legal experts to assemble a comprehensive
step-by-step guide to help you create an Advance Directive that reflects your wishes.
It also contains information on choosing an Agent, someone you entrust to ensure your
wishes are carried out. This answers important questions you may have about writing an Advance
Directive, which meets your personal wishes; it offers tips for relief of pain and suffering, the legality of
an Advance Directive in New Zealand, and keeping your Advance Directive up to date.

Order your Guide and Advance Directive today
1

An instantly downloadable PDF (WHICH YOU PRINT YOURSELF)
From the website http://www.eolc.org.nz
Credit card payment of $17.00

2

A printed and bound booklet, posted to you within ten days
Email
office @eolc.org.nz
Mail
PO Box 321, Gisborne 4040.

3

Payment by personal cheque or direct debit of $27.00
$18 for new members
(Include YOUR NAME and "GUIDE" on your direct payment details)
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